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"If a man desires the office of a bishop"
Class 3 – Mississauga West – November 2006
Reading: 1Tim 5

Previous Class
·	First 2 problems dealt with
·	Exclusive view of who can be saved
·	Some sisters acting improperly – in dress and acting as teachers
·	Now onto perhaps the most serious issue of all – the leadership of the ecclesia.

·	Will not use term “bishop” – but rather “overseer”
·	2 chapters in 1Timothy
·	3:1-7 – qualifications of overseers (v8-13 deacons)
·	5:17-25 – support, discipline and appointment of overseers

3:1
·	2nd of the 5 faithful or trustworthy sayings
·	Other 4 are to do with salvation – this one seems a bit mundane – if not even wrong – to desire to be a bishop or overseer.
·	Would not that be an example of inappropriate ecclesial ambition

·	On the contrary – Paul is showing here just how important good ecclesial eldership is
·	We may not appreciate this and not view the role as important as it is. 
·	Paul is going to encourage the right sort of people to aspire to this role – it is a good work to do it, and yet it is not the sort of work that people may want to do, hence Paul is raising it up.
·	At the same time he is discouraging the wrong sort of people from it, by showing the high standards required.

·	I hope this will give us a lot to think about in our own ecclesial organisation in the 21st century. 
·	We have rejected the hierarchical model of most other groups – but I fear we have gone too far in the opposite direction. In several ways it seems to me that we are not following the 1st century pattern. 
·	
2 main roles in this chapter
·	Bishop and Deacon – will concentrate on the former.

Bishop = Overseer – Episkopos – To visit, to look upon, to have oversight
Another term is Elder – or Presbooteros in Grk. 

Interchangeable Terms…  PPT 2
Why the 2 terms?
·	Elder a Jewish term – all synagogues had elders – can simply mean “older man”, but it also a distinct term for a particular role
·	Overseer – a Greek term – used of municipal officers and superintendents who were elected the role. A lot of Paul’s language is reminiscent of the Greek process of selecting city rulers – e.g. the qualification list.

Would like to took at a few of the elder/overseer passages to get an idea of what the role entailed. 
God uses leadership -
First thing – it is a universal pattern that God has always used spiritual leaders – some today reject this, but it is undoubtedly the scriptural pattern.
-	Priests and Levites in OT
-	PPT 3 In the NT, it was Paul’s pattern to always appoint elders in the new ecclesia’s
-	Acts 14:23
-	Titus 1:5
-	Verses show it was just assumed that each ecclesia would have “elders”

Role and duties of elders – PPT 4
Surprisingly little here in 1Tim 3, though there are 2 things that help us to see what it was. More or less the 2 roles are described in terms of qualifications, not duties:

V2 Able to teach
·	Not said about deacons. The two lists are quite similar but this difference is significant. Eldership is a teaching role. 
·	Those we select as our elders are to be teachers. This is not to say that they are good speakers, but good teachers – teaching can be formal teacher/student, mentoring, by example. But it also includes correction of error and discipline. 
·	Priests and Levites had a similar role was to teach the nation. Could look at many verses – example of Ezra, Mal 2, often in the law.
·	One interesting one related to the qualification Paul gives here of not being addicted to wine, right after he mentions being a teacher. Lev 10:9-11

·	Teaching is not a role to take lightly - a very responsible role. James 3:1

Implied in this is an expectation that those who are being taught are expected to accept what they are taught – I struggle with this conclusion – ultimately salvation is a personal responsibility, but we will see that teacher/elders are regarded as having a responsibility for those whom they teach.

V4-5 He should manage (or rule AV) his family, so that he can take care of the ecclesia
·	Similarity in role of being a father and an elder in the ecclesia – 2 verses on this in the 6 verses – very important part of the role.
·	What makes a good father…
·	Eph 4 and Col 3 – do not exasperate children, be an example, protection, discipline, instruction
·	1Cor 4:14-16 – Paul as an elder – more than a teacher, but as a father. Being an elder is more than a teacher.

PPT5 Rule/manage = to rule and care. Literally = to stand before (idea of ruling and as an example) – This word is used a few other times regarding the elders in an ecclesia:
·	Rom 12:8 – “he that rules, with diligence”
·	1Tim 5:17 – to rule well bound up in preaching and teaching
·	1Thess 5:17-18 (are over/have charge) – start to see how rest of ecclesia is to view elders
·	appreciate, esteem highly
·	they are teachers again

Only other use of this word is Tit 3:8, 14 – where it is to “maintain or engage” in good works – gives a hint as to the practicality of the role. It is not simply ordering others about, but leading by example.
·	Another significant word in 1Tim 3:5 builds on this aspect of the role – to “take care” of the ecclesia. Only used 2 other times – both in same place:

Luke 10:33-35 The good Samaritan “took care” of the wounded traveller. Those who would be elders are to do this in the ecclesia – to take care of the wounded. There must be a caring concern.

2 More verses to fill out this picture of what an elder was:

1Pet 5:1-5
v2 – shepherd – a shepherd leads and also protects. Heals the injured.
·	not by constraint, but willingly – ties in with desiring the office – should want it, and yet it is something that we naturally would not want – it is a lot of work. It can be a thankless task, it is a lot of responsibility for others. Also it looks like it was a full time task in the first C, thus could mean giving up a lot
·	little financial security
·	more public role – then more likely to be the target of persecution
·	and yet they should want to do it
·	in 1Tim 3:1 – something to really want to do. To “desire” = to “lust”/”covet”. Not in a bad sense, but still indicates a strong longing. Paul is saying this is a good thing. In fact we all ought to have what one brother called “spiritual ambition” – the desire to do the most I can do for God. Attitude should not be the bare minimum I can do for God, but the max.
·	not for money – will see later why this is mentioned

v3
·	a paradox – not to lord it over, but to be examples, but then v5 says to submit or be subject under the elders. True it says we are all to submit to each other, and yet there is an element where the elders did have an authority over the ecclesia. Hence the objection of sisters having authority over the brothers in chap 2.
·	Teaching was an authority role
·	Authority roles exist!!!!
·	The ultimate example of this is our Lord – the Chief Shepherd. We will look at an example of this Sunday morning – the washing of the feet – where one who is Lord and Master stoops down to a slaves task – but this does not change the fact that he is Lord and master. In a lessor way, the role of elder is this same paradox.

Heb 13:7
Again – teaching and leading together = to lead or rule

13:17
·	keep watch = stay awake – similar idea to being an overseer – also reminds us of a shepherd watching a flock at night
·	Obey and submit – 
·	They are responsible – as if they will give an account for the flock – huge responsibility in this role
·	And again 13:24

·	We are very good at reminding our elders that they are servants
·	But we neglect the other side of the equation, that the rest of the ecclesia is to give a lot of respect to the elders.

It all sounds very hierarchical, and to me at least it is not exactly how we operate things today. Why?

·	May say we no longer have HS gifts – this is not an excuse: 
-	But elders were still bad then
-	Qualities of 1Tim 3 are as valid today as then – no mention of gifts
·	Modern AB role
-	A combination of deacons and overseers – will see later this is not always a good idea
·	All speakers
-	We all take on the role from time to time – though I suspect we do not all regard those teaching us that way
-	Perhaps, and yet the NT example is a specific role. Some ecclesia’s do select speakers, but for many it is simply a case of all taking turns

·	Many issues here – I do not have the answers – what about a very small ecclesia?

·	Some say that we all have our own personal elders – and yet it clearly is a specific role that all could identify 

Probably AB’s are the closest we have to this role, but these verses should affect how we think about them and the respect (actually obedience) they are afforded, and how they trat the role.

If we are going to look at it that “speaking” brethren are the overseer/teachers – then there are serious implications for those who teach:
·	should we select our speakers
·	speakers need to take the job VERY seriously
·	Not the time for idle speculation or controversy

The Qualifications
·	Need to take seriously how we select our teaching and leading brethren 
·	According to Hebrews they “watch over our souls”
·	Paul has given us a very detailed list of requirements to use to select them

Quickly go through the list in 1Tim 3:
·	No doubt the false teachers in Ephesus did not live up to this list
·	He starts list of with MUST – these are not optional or nice to have criteria

Blameless – Above reproach
·	Not sinless – else no one qualifies
·	Refers to external behaviour – this is overriding concern of this list, and much of the epistle. We are not to judge by appearances, BUT we are to use appearances in selecting elders.
·	This is highlighted in v6-7 – in particular Paul is concerned with the opinions of those in the world. Improper conduct brings condemnation from the world, and damage to the truth
·	God’s condemnation of David was that he had given the enemies reason to blaspheme.
·	Interesting to consider this – to what degree is the world at large even aware of our elders and reputation 

Husband of one wife
·	Much written on this, and I could say much as there are a lot of implications
·	Literally means “a one woman man” – and that sums it up well – it means a man who has a reputation for fidelity. (a problem in Ephesus)
·	Practically this means that a single man could fulfil this role, though the experience of raising a family and being married are invaluable both for a potential elder, and those selecting an elder to see how he is.
·	RCC policy of celibacy is definitely bogus.
·	This is most likely also a reference to D&R
·	Polygamy almost non existent in the Roman and Greek world
·	Tells us that while D&R would exclude one from the overseer/teaching role, it does not exclude from the ecclesia
·	Obviously D&R is not ideal – this list is a list we should all be aspiring to.

hospitable
·	lit. to love strangers
·	Then meeting the physical needs of others very important
·	Today that is less so, but the emotional needs of loneliness in the ecclesia – a potential elder should be known for taking all of flock into his home and getting to know them all

Not given to wine, 
·	Lit. “pay attention to wine” - moderation, not abstinence – idea of word here is to 

Not covetous 
·	Lit. – “ a lover of silver” – saw this in 1Pet 5
·	Will see why in chapter 5 of 1Tim

·	The rest of the list covers issues primarily of self-control and not being a fighter.
·	“brawler” = amachos – literally “not macho”
·	Back to paradox of leadership – Elders ARE leaders, but are not to act like them, or be of a character that wants to exercise power.
·	But the the ecclesia is to regard them as leaders and give them obedience and respect

V4-5 Family
·	Looked at family already - good training for ecclesial oversight
·	Titus 1:6 adds “having children who believe” 
·	Implication is that failing to bring one’s children into the truth is a sign that a person will not make a good overseer – makes sense that they may not be good at spiritually feeding and raising the ecclesia
·	difficult to know how far to apply this – in all cases of this list, no one will be perfectly living up to the entire list.

Not a novice
·	Greek – neophyte – a newly sprouted plant
·	Not about age, but a recent convert is very unwise. It takes time to observe the qualities listed here.
·	One not fully understanding the point of this role can be lifted up in pride (lit. wrapped in smoke, beclouded)
·	2 year rule in many ecclesia’s – a good idea at a minimum

Deacons – v8-13
·	Qualifications overlap a lot the Overseer role – but duties are different

Lit = a servant – one who waits table.
Word used of many – Christ, Paul, Timothy, Martha, Angels, Phoebe, the word.

The word is used here of a specific role – one that appears to be more practical. Best example is Acts 6:1-4
·	serve tables = verb of “deacon”
·	good reputation – like 1Tim 3
·	more to do with organisational things
·	contrasted to prayer and word – prayer is another specific duty for the elders.
·	still they needed to be spiritual men – as we go on to read in acts, Stephen and Phillip did not limit themselves to just this role.

Modern AB appears to have much to do with deacon role
·	Question – do we face a similar problem to the Jerusalem ecclesia – our Abs may be attempting to fulfil both roles – can become distracting.
·	IS there a need to make the 2 roles more distinct.

Qualities
·	also very high standards
·	Even though a more mundane role – they are also to hold the faith well in v9
·	V10 let these first be tested – parallel to “not a novice”. Probably not a formal testing, but rather an evaluation based on past observation and reputation.

Neh 13:13 And in charge of the storehouses I appointed Shelemiah the priest, Zadok the scribe, and Pedaiah of the Levites, and in addition to them was Hanan the son of Zaccur, the son of Mattaniah; for they were considered reliable, and it was their task to distribute to their kinsmen.

V11
·	Hard to tell if this is a reference to the wives of the deacons, or to deaconesses?
·	No problem if the latter since this is not a teaching role. – Phoebe a Deacon in Rom 16:1
·	Greek in v11 matches v8 – "Likewise…"
·	AV has “their wives” - No "their" in the Greek
·	Could be a reflection of the deacon role-  being more serving related, it was done by husband and wife teams
·	A reminder that there is much scope for sisters in "non-authority" roles

V13
Started by encouraging the elders of the good value of their work. Now closes the same way. A serving role  a good standing – with God and man, and confidence
·	The rest of the ecclesia is to respect the role!!!

5:17-21 Elders

A few more thoughts on elders:
·	How to honour elders
·	How to rebuke them
·	How to appoint them or perhaps reinstate them


Honour 
Honour = respect “Tee-may”, - Greek word is part of Timothy’s name = “Honouring God”
·	Also means material support – can see this many times – PPT 6
·	obviously can = money.
·	What about context – word is used in this chapter of widows too – PPT 7
·	Here it is material support.

Double Honour?
·	Probably not a reference to double support, but “honour in all senses of the word”, i.e. respect and support
·	Or it could be an echo to the firstborn who received a double portion (and act as family priest)

·	Now this verse may make us uncomfortable – as a community as we have consciously rejected the idea of a paid ministry. Often will here interpretations of this verse that try to make it mean something else.
·	Main reason for this is that we are avoiding the excesses of the churches around us, the RCC, the TV evangelists. Paul deals with these people in chapter 6 when he condemns those who think godliness is a means of gain

·	Looking at this section makes me wonder if we have thrown the baby out with the bath-water
·	Paul is very direct here that the elders are to be supported – and it is not just here!

Firstly he appeals to scripture:
·	The law – Deut 25:4
·	Christ himself in Luke 10:7 – a good verse to show that gospel of Luke already in circulation and regarded as scripture 
·	Lk 10:3The passage in Luke is to do with those engaged in preaching – that they are to not be concerned about money at all – take no bag or purse, no extra clothes
·	Interesting that the context in Luke is preaching, but Paul applies it to elders based in an ecclesia too 

Paul makes an even stronger case in 1Cor 9 – PPT 8
·	We cite 1Cor 9 as evidence to support the rejection of support of elders taking Paul as an example. Problem is, Paul was an exception to the rule.
·	Sadly the AV really clouds what Paul is saying here.
·	1Cor 9
·	v4-6 – The other apostles were supported – they had a “right” to refrain from working! 
·	V7-8a – appeals to simple common sense – but then goes to scripture
·	V8b-10 – First reason – the law commands it – as with much of the law – it is to teach deeper lessons
·	V13 – Additional reason to 1Tim – The Levites and Priests (the Law teachers) were supported
·	V14 – Finally  Jesus commanded it




·	V12, 15 – Paul did not use this right – in Corinth! Why because of the fact it would give them a boast over Paul. But Corinth were an especially troubled ecclesia
·	And even Paul did not reject being supported while in this city – Acts 18:1-5 and Phil 4:15-16 – we are told that a gift was brought from Macedonia which allowed Paul to devote himself full time to preaching
·	So the issue is not that Paul did not accept financial support, but he didn’t accept it from the Corinthians.
·	Acts 28:10 SW “Honour” used to describe their needs being supplied
·	A pity that we model some of our practices on what was the Corinthian exception – e.g. memorials were complete meal – only in Corinth was it changed because they were drunken.

Gal 6:6 – the one who is taught is to share with the teacher!

2Chr 31:4	Also he (Hezekiah) commanded the people who lived in Jerusalem to give the portion due to the priests and the Levites, that they might devote themselves to the law of the LORD.

So am I saying we should change?
·	No – I doubt we could 
·	We should at least think about why we do things as we do them, and are we doing things the best way we can

Some issues to think about
·	not a way to get rich or be lazy
·	ecclesia is to chose elders –they can remove those who abuse the position
·	Elder/Teachers were to work hard – the analogies make that clear – not an excuse to laziness
·	5:17 work hard – be exhausted, to feel fatigue
·	an ox pulling a millstone
·	a labourer
·	Not a means to get rich
·	Much written about evils of making religion a way of profit – and yet Paul does not say not to support elders
·	Labourer and ox – not getting much – just enough to live on.
·	|| passage in Matt 10:10 – labourer is worthy of his FOOD
·	Therefore, such support would not be a “salary” nor would it be provided if not needed – but if a brother was prepared to give up a job to work full time as an elder, and had no means of other support Scripture says that the ecclesia has an obligation to support him.

·	It ought to be a sacrifice to be an elder – chances are, one could make more money holding down a secular job
·	Definitely it seems to me we should encourage more full time preaching, but here even the elders are full time.
·	Could we be more effective in our witness if more had more time to preach and work for the Lord?

·	can discuss this further – when I have shared this before, I have been misunderstood.

V19-21
Discipline of elders – important principles
·	Some were sinning in Ephesus – but how was Timothy to deal with it? 
·	Once in an eldership position, some will be jealous or mischievous to make false accusations – human nature – think of Moses, Jesus as examples

1)	Do not even LISTEN to an accusation without 2 or 3 witnesses

2)	If it is true – those who CONTINUE in sin should be rebuked – i.e. there is an opportunity for repentance – not to simply rebuke the elder for failing – all fail.
·	It is our attitude to our failures that is more important

3)	There is to be a public rebuke though of an elder – theirs is a prominent position, and their example is very important

4)	Do not be partial or biased – 
·	2Tim 4:1 – similar expression – “I solemnly charge you in the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who is to judge…” - Remember that we are all in the presence of our judge – as we judge, we will be judged.

Paul’s instruction is based on 2 parts of scripture – again law and Christ
OH – note priests = Christ, angels = judges
OH – helps see the stages – do not jump to conclusions or be hasty in judgement

V22, 24-25
·	Seems to flow from the rebuke of an elder – now about replacing or reinstating them
·	Laying hands – an appointment to eldership (not of seizing someone) – a special service, including prayer when elders selected
·	Basic point – do not be too hasty – for all of us selecting our elders – we are responsible – if we place someone in that position we are in part guilty of their sins
·	We are responsible for each other – guilty if we
·	See someone sinning and say nothing
·	2Jn 11 – to give greeting – participate in evil deeds
·	therefore – lets us look out for each other (not selfishly)
·	One might say – Timothy appointed him – so he is OK

V24-25 – back to main subject – show caution in selecting elders
·	people are not what they seem at first. Some have good or bad traits that are not immediately apparent

